Technical, experimental, and biological variations in isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ).
We assess the reliability of isobaric-tags for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ), based on different types of replicate analyses taking into account technical, experimental, and biological variations. In total, 10 iTRAQ experiments were analyzed across three domains of life involving Saccharomyces cerevisiae KAY446, Sulfolobus solfataricus P2, and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The coverage of protein expression of iTRAQ analysis increases as the variation tolerance increases. In brief, a cutoff point at +/-50% variation (+/-0.50) would yield 88% coverage in quantification based on an analysis of biological replicates. Technical replicate analysis produces a higher coverage level of 95% at a lower cutoff point of +/-30% variation. Experimental or iTRAQ variations exhibit similar behavior as biological variations, which suggest that most of the measurable deviations come from biological variations. These findings underline the importance of replicate analysis as a validation tool and benchmarking technique in protein expression analysis.